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Wagner OE21
is 2021 Compliant

As the No. 1 supplier of global friction for OE manufacturers and the aftermarket, Wagner Brake
engineers set out to not only beat the legislative deadline for reducing copper in ceramic brake
formulations, but to also set an entirely new benchmark for brake performance. The result is our
best brake pad ever — Wagner ThermoQuiet® CeramicNXT with Wagner OE21™ technology.

WAGNER ThERmoQuiEt With oE21 LoW-CoPPER tEChNoLoGY oFFERS:

15%
MORE

STOPPING POWER

UP TO

%B E T T E R FA D E

40

PERFORMANCE

35%
QUIETER

BRAKING

WWW. W AGNER B RAKE.COM
The LeafMark is a trademark of The Motor and
Equipment Manufacturers Association.
© 2014 Federal-Mogul Corporation. All trademarks shown
are owned by Federal-Mogul Corporation, or one or more of
its subsidiaries, in one or more countries. All rights reserved.
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With memories of the longest, coldest winter in four
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Delphi Announces 12
New Ignition Coils
Covering 2.9 Million
Vehicles
Delphi Product & Service
Solutions has announced
12 new ignition coils that
cover over 2.9 million
vehicles, including BMW,
Jeep, Mercedes-Benz,
Volkswagen, and Subaru
applications from 1991
to 2012.
*

*
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The Automotive Aftermarket Retailers of
Ontario celebrated 75 years of servicing the
needs of the independent garage in style, with
a gala event in Niagara Falls, Ont.
Attended by more than 100 independent
shops and suppliers, the event featured a lively
networking session, formal dinner, and live
music with a ’60s theme that had many up and
dancing on the dance floor.
The association has faithfully addressed
the needs of the independent service sector
in Ontario since 1939, and in recent years has
combined efforts with other associations and
industry groups to further these interests,
through initiatives such as the creation of
the Canadian Automotive Service Informa-

2014

tion Standard (CASIS), which has opened
up access to vehicle manufacturer service
information to the independent aftermarket.
More information on AARO can be found at
www.aaro.ca.

Avenue Motorworks president and CEO John
Bosschaert congratulates customer Oliver Tuenschel
from Roland Rad in Newmarket, Ont., who was treated to the full VIP treatment – limo transportation and
more – at the Toronto area jobber’s trade show and
customer appreciation night. Close to 700 attended
the event to see dozens of supplier displays, and
more than a few very cool cars.

*

Cardone Expands
Throttle Body Coverage
Cardone has expanded
its throttle body SKUs
to cover millions more
vehicles on the road. It
now has 55 total SKUs
covering over 41 million
vehicles, including 05-08
Toyota Corolla and
Matrix; 08-14 Toyota
trucks, Avalon, and
Camry; 08-13 Toyota
Camry, Corolla, Matrix,
and Solara; 04-05 Toyota
Camry, Highlander,
RAV4, and Scion TC;
12-14 Nissan Cube and
NV200; 05-13 Nissan
V6 trucks; and 09-13
Ford Focus and Transit
Connect.

4

AARO Celebrates 75 Years

Bestbuy Raises $20,000 for Charity at Victoria Buy & Sell

Bestbuy Distributors Limited’s annual Buy
& Sell attracted shareholders from British
Columbia to Newfoundland to meet and network with valued supplier vendors from all
over North America during a memorable
oceanside conference in Victoria, B.C.
The event, which combined supplier meetings with several social events, attracted the
majority of the buying group’s shareholders as
well as a wide variety of suppliers to the luxurious Inn at Laurel Point on Vancouver Island.
Two days of successful meetings with suppliers were accompanied by events such as
Bestbuy’s annual Sick Kids golf tournament at
the scenic and challenging Olympic View Golf
Club, and a private guided marine adventure
tour leading to a pod of orca whales near
picturesque Pender Island, where the group

stopped for lunch at the impressive Poet’s Cove
Resort.
The event also included a group dinner out.
Bestbuy-branded water taxis escorted guests
from Fisherman’s Wharf to the historic Canoe
Brewpub and Restaurant on Victoria’s downtown waterfront.
Together, funds raised at the events topped
$20,000 for the world-renowned Family Heart
Centre at Toronto’s Hospital for Sick Children.
To date, Bestbuy shareholders and valued suppliers have raised over $650,000 for Canada’s
leading children’s medical facility.
This year’s proceeds from the golf tournament, day tour, and raffles will be pooled and
a cheque presented to the Hospital for Sick
Children at Bestbuy’s 2015 Annual General
Meeting in February in Toronto.
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Rancho Radius Arm
Suspension System
Passes Federal Rollover
Safety Test
The new Rancho
competition radius
arm suspension system
for 2014 Dodge Ram
2500 4WD diesel
trucks recently met all
requirements of the
U.S. Federal Motor
Vehicle Safety Standard
No. 126 – Electronic
Stability Control Systems
(FMVSS-126) test.
Rancho also has released
a new drop bracket sport
system and a “Level It” kit
for diesel Dodge trucks.

Follow us on Twitter.
Get AutoServiceWorld.com
News and more by
following JobberNews
on Twitter.

The Ontario Division of the Automotive Industries
Association of Canada held its annual charity golf
tournament in September. While the contribution tally
to High Five for Kids was not available at press time,
the event was a sellout and raffle ticket sales were
brisk.
The tournament was only one of many similar
events held by AIA divisions across the country, raising thousands of dollars for several worthy causes.

Transbec-DAI Opens
Dartmouth, N.S., Warehouse

Transbec recently held the grand opening of
its new 30,000-square-foot warehouse in Dartmouth, N.S., housing Transbec and DAI tire
and wheel inventories.
Transbec welcomed more than 220 customers to celebrate the grand opening of the new
warehouse to enjoy live music and local cuisine, as well as a wall art demonstration. Prizes
were also the order of the day, including two
trips to see a Habs-Bruins tilt from the comfort
of a private box at the Bell Centre in Montreal.
“We are extremely proud of our 30,000

Jobber News
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Jobber News is Canada’s longestestablished publication serving the
distribution segment of the Canadian
automotive aftermarket. It is specifically directed to warehouse distributors, wholesalers, machine shops and
national accounts.
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Yearly rates include Annual Marketing
Guide (single copy price $72.95 plus
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sq.ft. distribution centre and know that its
strategic location is perfect to expand and
reduce lead time to our Maritime accounts,”
says Kevin Fleury, sales director for Transbec.
“We would like to thank the Maritimers, from
wholesaler to end user, for their trust and
loyal support. Due to this partnership, we quadrupled the size of our distribution centre, in
order to better serve them with the full scope
of our product offering, including DAI mag
wheels and tires.”

Sensata Technologies Completes
Acquisition of Schrader
International

Sensata Technologies Holding N.V. has
announced that a subsidiary completed the
previously announced acquisition of the
Schrader group of companies.
Schrader is a global leader in tire pressure
monitoring sensors (TPMS).
The transaction provides a leadership position in the growing TPMS market as well as
additional low pressure sensing, communication, and design capabilities that address large
and fast-growing sensing markets.
“Schrader brings a complete portfolio to
Sensata including original OEM designs, sensors, valves, and replacement sensors and tools
necessary to successfully address the aftermarket channel,” says Steve Beringhause, senior
vice-president of Sensata Technologies Sensor
Group.
Sensata Technologies Holding N.V. is one of
the world’s leading suppliers of sensing, electrical protection, control, and power management solutions, with operations and business
centres in twelve countries.

Counter Professionals Earn
Incentive For Monroe Quick-Strut

Tenneco’s Monroe brand has announced a $10
reward cheque incentive to counterpeople for
each pair of qualifying Monroe Quick-Strut
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Cor-Guard Inhibitors
TM

ADVANCED
COR-GUARD TM
INHIBITORS
FOR ENHANCED
CORROSION
PROTECTION

TM

After 80 years of quality and innovation,
Prestone has taken engine coolant
technology to a whole new level
• Improved Extended Life
Technology to keep engines
running longer in ANY make
or model
• Prevents Corrosion
• Mixes with ANY color
antifreeze/coolant
• Will NOT void the
manufacturer’s warranty

FRAM Group Canada Inc.,
2430 Meadowpine Blvd., Unit 107, Mississauga ON, L5N 6S2
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premium replacement assemblies sold during
the Monroe “Quick Rewards” promotion. The
scorecard promotion is available from Oct. 1
through Nov. 30, 2014, and will reward counter
professionals for selling qualifying pairs of the
premium, ready-to-install strut replacement
solution.
“The fall ‘Quick Rewards’ promotion is
an incentive for counterpeople to encourage
their customers to choose Monroe Quick-Strut
replacement assemblies – a guaranteed, premium replacement solution that helps to restore
the vehicle’s steering, stopping, and stability,”
says Sheryl Bomia, North American programs
manager, Tenneco.

2014

Monroe Quick-Strut units include all
of the OE-style components required for
a comprehensive strut repair. Each QuickStrut unit features a pre-assembled, OE-style
bearing plate, upper and lower spring isolators, upper spring seat, coil spring, boot kit,
and a premium strut engineered to address
the vehicle’s unique ride and handling characteristics.
To help ensure customer confidence and
satisfaction, Monroe Quick-Strut replacement assemblies are offered with a Safe &
Sound Guarantee 90-day money-back offer.
To learn more about this exclusive Tenneco
guarantee, visit www.Monroe.com.
Completed scorecards and copies of sales
invoices must be postmarked and mailed to
Monroe promotion headquarters no later
than Dec. 15, 2014. Reward dollars are calculated based on qualifying product sales
between Oct. 1 and Nov. 30, 2014. Participants can earn up to $500 in rewards dollars
through this promotion.

Dorman Tech Tube Video Offers
Incentives

For the best quality, service and value try
the full line of ADB Disc Brake Rotors
available at Auto Parts Pro Canada.
On Line Ordering* 24 Hour Shipping
*Contact us for details

8
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Have you always wanted to share your automotive installation tips on YouTube? Dorman Products, Inc. has announced Tech
Tube, an installation video incentive program. This new program encourages service
technicians to film installation videos featuring Dorman parts, share them via Dorman’s YouTube channel, and earn incentives
in the process.
All video submissions will be reviewed by
members of Dorman’s product development
and technical services teams. Each video
selected for posting on Dorman’s YouTube
channel will earn the submitter a $50 gift
card, an entry for Dorman’s quarterly drawing for a $500 gift card, and the fame that
accompanies a featured video on www.youtube.com/DormanProducts, a channel with
thousands of subscribers and millions of
views (actual fame mileage may vary).
See www.DormanProducts.com/Techtube for complete terms and conditions.

Cequent Doubles Its
Commitment to Canada

After months of preparation, Cequent Performance Products has moved its Canadian
warehouse. The distribution site, previously located in Burlington, Ontario, is now
housed in a larger facility in Mississauga, at
25 Superior Boulevard, Unit 1.
The new warehouse is nearly 42,000
square feet, more than double the size of
the previous facility. It includes twice the
space for product containment, nearly 4,000
square feet of office space, additional room
for training, and four dock doors, doubling
Cequent’s ability to ship product quickly and
efficiently.
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Spectra Premium Adds
Cooling Fan Assemblies
Spectra Premium
Industries has announced
a new line of cooling fan
assemblies to be available
November 1st, 2014. This
new line of cooling fan
assemblies complements
the firm’s existing
categories of radiators
and a/c condensers.
*

*

*

Liqui Moly Upgrades
Free Online Tool
Liqui Moly’s free online
oil guide now presents
an entire series of new
features. After entering
the make, model, and
engine version, the user
can now include the
model year, mileage, and
desired oil quality for
more precise results. See
the online oil guide at
www.liqui-moly.com.
*

*

*

KTI to Distribute
Ford Tools
K-Tool International
(KTI) has been chosen
as the master distributor
for the Ford Tools brand
in the United States
and Canada. Already
successful in South
America and Europe,
K-Tool International
plans to launch a full line
of Ford Tools in North
America beginning this
month.

10
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Denso Named OE
Supplier Of The Year

The National Pronto Association has honoured Denso Products and Services Americas
Inc. with its prestigious 2014 Original Equipment (OE) Supplier of the Year Award. The
organization, which represents independent
warehouse distributors, auto parts stores, and
auto service centres throughout North America, also chose Denso as its 2014 Mexico Supplier of the Year.
The
National
Pronto
Association
announced the awards in September at its fall
2014 Shareholders Conference and Expo in
San Francisco. Denso has collected the organization’s OE Supplier award eight of the last
nine years and the more recent Mexico Supplier award both years since it was introduced

2014

in 2013.
“Denso team members take pride in our
products and services, and we are honoured
to receive both awards from this leading
industry group,” says Frank Cisek, senior manager of Denso Products and Services’ aftermarket sales. “We value our collaboration with
Pronto and its members, and each additional
year that they honour us shows that we continue to earn their business and respect on a
daily basis.”
The National Pronto Association honours
suppliers annually based on the quality of
their products and services. Dedicated to providing top-quality automotive parts to its members and their customers, the association’s
collective purchasing power represents more
than $2 billion in sales.

APPOINTMENTS

Charlie Grant of Grant Brothers Sales Limited has announced the
appointment of David
Allan to prairies territory
manager. Allan will be
based in Winnipeg, Manitoba. In this capacity, Dave
will oversee all sales efforts
in Alberta, Saskatchewan,
Manitoba, and Northern Ontario (Thunder
Bay region). The transition into this position should be a very smooth one as Allan is
already familiar with Grant Brothers, its customers, and the product lines it represents, as
he has worked in the industry for many years,
most recently at Piston Ring.
Bill Fotino, president, Brake Parts Inc. –
Europe announces the
appointment of Marc
Muenster as vice-president,
Europe. In his new role,
Muenster will manage and
direct the execution of
sales plans and initiatives
from the Brake Parts Inc.
office in Dusseldorf, Germany. Prior to joining Brake Parts Inc., Muenster was employed
by Ferdinand Bilstein GmbH & Co in Ennepatal, Germany, as a technical consultant manager, where he implemented an international
strategy and was responsible for technical
marketing and global teambuilding.
Stephanie C. Slatkin has joined Brake Parts
Inc. (BPI) as vice-president, general counsel and
secretary, it was announced
by David Overbeeke, president and CEO. In her new
role, Slatkin will represent
the company on a variety
of legal matters including
supporting the transactional, contractual and
legal compliance needs of Brake Parts Inc.

Federal-Mogul Motorparts has announced the
appointment of Laura Soave to the position of
senior vice-president, chief marketing and
communications officer for Federal-Mogul
Motorparts. Soave will oversee global brand
management and be directly responsible for
all marketing initiatives and campaigns in the
North American market. Additionally, she will
be responsible and oversee all activities for
the Motorparts’ Communications function,
including internal and external communications. Prior to joining Federal-Mogul, Soave
was most recently an executive with Chrysler,
serving as vice-president and CEO for the Fiat
brand in North America. Before that, she was
general manager of experiential marketing
for Volkswagen Group of America and brand
DNA manager for Ford Motor Company. She
earned a bachelor’s degree in marketing from
Walsh College in Troy, Mich. and a master’s
degree in business administration from the
University of Detroit in Detroit, Mich.
Takaharu Fushimi, a managing corporate
officer with Tokyo, Japanbased The Yokohama Rubber Co., Ltd. (YRC), has
returned to the U.S. to
assume the post of CEO
for Yokohama Corporation
of North America (YCNA).
In this new appointment,
Fushimi will be responsible
for strategic operations in North America, as
well as oversight of the multiple subsidiaries
and business units responsible for sales and
marketing, OE business, and manufacturing. This is Fushimi’s second assignment in
the United States; he was CFO at one of
YCNA’s subsidiaries, Yokohama Tire Corporation (YTC), before returning to Yokohama’s
global headquarters in Japan in 2007. He
subsequently assumed various executive posts,
including his most recent one as head of OE
tire sales and marketing division for YRC.
JOBBER NEWS / NOVEMBER 2014
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We Share the Road to Success!

Over the years, LuK has earned a
reputation for the highest quality
clutch products. What LuK is to
clutches, FAG is to bearings.
In 1883, Friedrich Fischer invented the
steel ball grinding machine, paving
the way for the modern ball bearing.
Fischer AG, now known as FAG, is one
of the leading bearing manufacturers
in the world, providing OE solutions
for automotive, aerospace and
industrial applications.

FAG products — setting the standard for
quality, durability, and performance.
5370 Wegman Drive • Valley City, OH 44280
Phone 800 274 5001 • Fax 330 273 3522
www.Schaeffler-Aftermarket.us

Meet us at

AAPEX!

Building on a 130-year heritage
of excellence, FAG products are
supported by the same trusted R & D,
engineering and manufacturing teams
that bring you LuK clutches.
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Chemicals and Additives:

How To Capitalize On
Sales This Winter
By Steve Pawlett

W

ith memories of the
long
est, coldest winter in four decades
still fresh in our minds and
weather forecasters predicting
a return of the Polar Vortex,
it’s a good time to go through your chemicals and additives
displays and assess what needs to be restocked, removed, or
added. Given the wide selection of products in this category,
store displays can easily get out of control and become difficult to navigate for customers.
Take a hard look at your retail display and ask yourself
whether your display stands out from others that you have
seen. Are you utilizing point-of-sale (POS) materials provided by your suppliers? Are counter staff conversant on all
products on your shelves? Do you have adequate stock on the
latest offerings from all your key suppliers? Are there any new
hires that could use some training in this category?
For instance, while most remedy products are self-explanatory, when it comes to describing some of the finer features
and benefits of the various coolants now on the market, it
can get quite complex and could confuse the customer. You
should be prepared for questions on popular products like
diesel fuel conditioner, starting fluid, throttle body cleaners,
air flow sensor cleaners, and so on. And as the temperature
begins to drop, expect more questions related to cooling
system service.
Try to avoid getting too technical when describing the
products on your shelves; instead focus on the features and
benefits of the products to your customers. Keep it simple,
and you have a better likelihood of making the sale.
Whether you’re dealing with a technician, a walk-in, or
a DIYer, you need to know what you’re talking about. Most
manufacturers take the time to inform their suppliers about
their products. Many hold “lunch and learn” sessions at the
jobber’s store. These usually run an hour or so and focus on
a handful of items, so the sales staff can walk away better
equipped to educate their customers. Many manufacturers
12
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also offer periodic incentive programs to aid counter staff
in boosting seasonal sales of certain items. Be sure your staff
are up to date on the latest programs.
For example, an airflow sensor cleaner can be sold to
service stations by indicating to the technicians that this is
an upsell item. Installers can offer this to their customers as
an added service to an oil change, since airflow sensors have
a large impact on fuel economy and horsepower. Now that
vehicles are coming in for service less often due to extended
oil change intervals, it’s prudent for the technician to bundle
services that can improve the vehicle’s performance and fuel
efficiency. Don’t pass up on opportunities to sell products
that are naturally tied to a service, like selling brake cleaners
when a customer gets a brake job.
With online sales gaining a strong foothold (see our cover
feature), be sure your website is up to date on your latest
product offerings. The rapidly expanding e-tailing market is
estimated to be worth $11 billion this year, and is expected
to grow to $50 billion by 2020.
According to the third annual Jobber News Shop Survey,
41.3% of respondents said they order up to 25% of their
parts online, and a surprising 25.4% claim they are ordering
76-100% of their parts online now. This was closely followed
by 21.7% ordering 51-75% of their parts online. If your store
has not put much focus on this aspect of the business, management may want to re-visit their approach to online sales,
improve on the usability of their website, and update its latest
product offerings. Most manufacturers now provide extensive product information online, in addition to pamphlets
and point-of-sale materials that jobbers can use. Chemicals
and additives are often impulse sales items for walk-ins, so
maintaining an attractive display can capitalize on this.
JOBBER NEWS / NOVEMBER 2014
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By keeping your display clean, organized, well-stocked,
and attractively priced, you can ensure a steady sales volume.
Counter staff should be comfortable making presentations
on all of the products on your shelves to walk-in customers.
Keep in mind, as we head into winter, to purchase more
antifreeze coolant, lock de-icer, windshield washer fluids,
wiper blades, and snow scrapers, and be sure your headlight
bulb display is fully stocked. At the same time, wind down
inventories of summer products like washes and waxes.
When the Polar Vortex makes its first appearance this season
you can be sure many vehicle owners will not be prepared,
so the more prepared you are the greater your sales will be.
While profits on these products may be thin, don’t underestimate their importance for generating repeat business.
The quantity of products on display is not as important as
the quality of the selection. Having a thorough knowledge of
these offerings means each customer who walks in the door
is an opportunity to make another sale.
For instance, when it comes to coolants, engine oils,
and brake components, technicians are generally your best
customers and they are looking for performance and price.
The chemical cleaning market, particularly brake cleaning
products, has become highly competitive in the last few years
as more offshore brands have entered the market. In many
instances, installers are finding that the cheapest product on
the shelf is not always best, when they find themselves going
through case after case, week after week. Be sure to let your
customers know that the brand-name brake cleaners and
degreasers you carry may cost a little more, but they will do a
better job, require less product, and save the installer money
in the long run.
Merchandising in the chemicals and additives market
can be challenging, but in terms of the overall market, the
research experts say that sales are good and getting better.
Figuring out how to get your slice of that growing pie is the
challenge. As vehicles age (the automotive sweet spot is in the
six- to 12-year-old vehicle range now), there is going to be a
greater need for fuel additives, engine flushes and new coolant to help maintain performance.
In fact, according to the research, some 43% of respondents said they had used some kind of DIY additive, and that
number is only likely to go up as the Canadian car park ages.
Unfortunately, where matters get a little more difficult to
understand is on the merchandising side of the coin. How
are consumers making their additives decisions?
According to the research, the answer is old-fashioned
and very low-tech. Brand recognition and comfort level with
a particular brand are the consistent leaders in terms of instore decision-making, but word of mouth is also seeing some
significant increases.
The typical chemical and additives display in any auto
parts store can appear overwhelming, given the myriad of
brands and products on the market. The key is to understand
your market and home in on a select group of products you
know will move well.
14
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ailing Wave
By Steve Pawlett

B

ack in the conventional days of aftermarket auto parts
retailing, if a jobber wanted to expand sales he had to
either expand his existing store or add additional stores.
However, both of these options come with considerable
investment and considerable risk. Fast-forward to today’s
retail world, and jobbers now have the option of expanding
sales through e-tailing, which offers a lower risk opportunity
to increase sales targets without over-leveraging the company’s assets.
The rapidly expanding e-tailing market in North America
is currently estimated to be worth $11 billion and is expected
to grow to $50 billion by 2020. Some 85% of consumers
surveyed in a recent study commissioned by the Auto Care
Association now use the Internet to conduct research specific to automotive replacement parts. Of those, almost 40%
conduct online research either “always” or “frequently” when
purchasing automotive replacement parts.
According to the research data, approximately 82% of
these consumers research automotive replacement parts
online, but purchase the parts somewhere other than the
Internet. The reverse is true of younger respondents, however: they are more likely to conduct in-store research and
then purchase online, perhaps through a mobile device.
In short, it appears that online consumers are using the
Internet to determine the best available price or fair prices
for replacement parts.
“Today, e-tailing offers a lower-risk opportunity to increase
sales targets without over-leveraging the assets of the company,” explains Al Neal, vice-president of sales, MAM Software
Inc. “There are several tools available for a jobber to profitably grow their company without the expense or limitations
of brick and mortar. The first step is understanding the marketplace and what options are available.
“Offering a consumer website was once out of reach for
most jobbers, as the investment could be in the six-figure
range to develop and manage a site. Even worse would be a
low-budget site that does more harm than good by making
the ordering process cumbersome and costing the jobber
goodwill. Today, leading software companies offer a consumer website option to lower the cost of going to market and
provide the jobber with the tools to be successful. [However,]
when selecting a software provider to partner with, make
sure you perform proper due diligence, as not all solutions
are created equal. A poorly developed solution would waste
your opportunity and severely underperform,” advises Neal.
“Today’s POS/management systems are very mature, as
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most quality systems have been around in small businesses
(under $50 million in revenue) for over 30 years. The personnel in these businesses are also a more sophisticated group.
They’ve found new ways to manipulate their data, utilizing
spreadsheets created with data feeds to enhance their POS/
management system even more. Then, along comes the
Internet. Now they can share product info, sales data, and
administrative functions and information with hundreds or
thousands of customers and businesses instantly,” says Jim
Franco, CEO Autologue Computer Systems Inc.
“For example, our e-PartConnection is a fast and easyto-use online ordering tool for jobber wholesale and retail
customers, featuring automotive year-make-and-model parts
lookup, stock check and stock order capabilities, and favourite parts lists. It connects directly to your POS/Management
system, in real time, to provide quantity and pricing information, then prints an invoice directly through your system.
Our e-PaperlessOffice gives the customer the ability to view
invoices, statements, credits received, and signatures that
have been captured, as well as current balances and the
ability to reconcile invoices to their statement. It even gives
your customers the ability to pay their bill online. With our
e-DeliveryManagement, jobbers can monitor delivery drivers’ activity and keep them accountable. Additionally, your
customers can view the time an order was placed, the time
it was sent out for delivery and the time it was delivered.
The drivers can use hand-held 7" tablets to capture the
customers’ signatures. This proof of delivery goes directly to
e-PaperlessOffice,” explains Franco.
“B2C e-tailing is indeed growing at a rapid rate, particularly in certain categories such as filters, ignition, ride
control, wipers, and brakes. But it’s important for jobbers to
remember that, while this opportunity is indeed promising,
a much larger percentage of online sales growth is coming
through the traditional channels – from the professional service provider, who is most likely sourcing parts through their
shop management system and a complementary solution like
the Epicor Parts Network (formerly Internet AutoParts) or
WHI,” explains Scott Thompson, vice-president, automotive,
retail distribution group, Epicor.
“My advice to jobbers is not to think of e-tailing as being
limited only to consumers, because if you’re not connected
electronically to your shop accounts, you’re putting yourself
at a significant competitive disadvantage. Once you establish this capability with high-volume service providers, it’s
then time to start thinking about your B2C e-tailing strat17
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TRANSFORM

YOUR BUSINESS!

The SIMS Advantage:
• Use a scanner to replenish your
customer’s inventory.
• Upload orders to your computer for
more productive order processing.
• Easy-to-use interface allows sales
personnel to manage their shop
accounts.
• Track orders in real-time and
eliminate mistakes.
• Find products with SIMS’ e-catalogue.

FOR MORE INFORMATION,
PLEASE CONTACT YOUR
PICO SALES REPRESENTATIVE

egy. The good news is that both the time and expense
requirements of creating a transactional B2C website
have dropped dramatically. Becoming an eBay Motors
and/or Amazon reseller has never been easier, thanks to
automated solutions like Epicor ListingExpert. And if you
want to develop your own custom branded e-commerce
website, we can work with you to launch a template site
with full transactional capability and e-cataloguing in a
matter of weeks,” adds Thompson.
The Auto Care Association e-tailing study confirms
that the largest portion of the e-tailing market for replacement parts is the professional installer segment. This is
due to the overall size of the professional installer market
compared to the smaller consumer/DIY portion. In addition, professional installers purchase a slightly different
mix of products, which results in a higher average price/
cost per part, and therefore a higher dollar volume.
“Jobbers need to understand the tools that end users
are utilizing today, and whatever they are using, the jobber has to be able to accept those feeds to bring the buyer
and seller together. The jobber’s number-one goal has to
be selecting technology providers that can give them the
broadest connectivity across the board to platforms the
end users are using,” explains DST, Inc. president Stan
Gowisnock.
According to the Report, over two-thirds of professional installers are “highly likely” to use publicly accessible online sources to research replacement parts (brake
components, wipers, filters, etc.). This is a much higher
percentage than other types of automotive aftermarket
products they may purchase, for themselves or their
shop (such as accessories, tools and/or shop equipment).
Typically installers are using e-tailing sites to research
product availability, pricing, warranty information, and
product specifications/information.
Approximately 6% of automotive replacement parts
are purchased through “publicly accessible online sources” – otherwise known as e-tailing. Based on the $104B in
automotive replacement parts sales to consumers and professional installers in 2013, this yields a total e-tail market
for automotive replacement parts of approximately $6.0B
in end-user/consumer dollars.
“When deploying a retail website, the first consideration should be whether you want to further your company brand or adopt a strategy of anonymity,” explains
Neal. “Branding your website with your company name
and logo has its benefits. It can give your site credibility,
as consumers in the local area will recognize it as a reputable business that they are familiar with. It also allows the
option for local consumers to shop online and select ‘store
pick-up’ as an option to avoid freight. It may translate into
fewer people walking in your door (requiring counterperson service), while maintaining or growing your retail
sales. Simply put: more sales without a higher payroll.”
On the other hand, creating a website with a different
brand would allow a jobber to sell to the retail customer
without his wholesale customers identifying him as the
seller. Many shops view retail sales as competition for their
services and frown upon jobbers that aggressively pursue
that business. “The anonymity of a different brand on
the website protects your wholesale trade and opens up
a world of possibilities for retail sales within your local
market and across the country,” adds Neal.
JOBBER NEWS / NOVEMBER 2014
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Has your
computer
system kept
pace with your
business?

Rinax provides systems for the new aftermarket:
Windows functionality and ease of
Report writing that
YOUR needs, even as they
Secure internet connectivity for your entire
Plus all the Inventory Control functionality you have come to expect:

COMPLETE NETWORK
SUPPORT
Nexpart® E-commerce
E-mail PDF statements,
invoices, purchase orders
LAN/WAN support
VPN (Virtual Private
Network)
PC’s, Barcode Scanners,
Signature Pads, Printers,
Hubs, Routers, Switches
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Order
Accounts
Service

Inventory
Accounts
General
Nexpart Electronic Catalogue

Sales

Today’s aftermarket faces more complex pricing issues, more
ways of sourcing parts and more demands from customers.
Without the right tools, you may see your gross margins erode,
your inventory get out of control and your hard won sales
volume decline.
Get back that edge! Upgrade the tools that manage the
essential needs of your business. Call Rinax today!

Ask Us
About Our
New Mobile
Computing
Solutions

RINAX, your source for software, hardware and services
Proudly Serving Canada’s Aftermarket for 30 Years!
Head Office - Calgary, AB, Tel: (800) 743-1241 Fax: (403) 243-8009
Email - sales@rinax.com
www.rinax.com
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“The Web allows the shopper to be unaware of whether
you are a big or small business. No end user typically knows
who you are,” adds Gowisnock. “The problem the jobber has
is that, to be on the e-tailing side, on the traditional B to
C side, you need to spend a lot of money and time and you
need to have dedication if you are going to compete against
the big boys.”
DST, Inc. recently announced it has partnered with its
sister company, Identifix, to enhance Identifix’s Direct-Hit
online diagnostic tool by allowing repair technicians to
electronically order parts from their chosen supplier with
just a click of a button. With this new integration, Identifix
subscribers can now get live visibility into parts warehouses,
parts retailers, and distribution centres, and place orders
directly into their preferred parts suppliers’ business systems
for immediate pick-up and/or delivery.
“Direct-Hit users have always been able to see the original
equipment manufacturer equivalent part number within
Direct Quote, which is Direct-Hit’s estimating feature. By
integrating DST’s Gateway with Direct-Hit, these repair technicians are now able to seamlessly search DST licensed parts
suppliers for any parts that work for the repair. Direct-Hit
users choose all of the parts suppliers they would like to purchase their parts from, and the new system queries those suppliers in real time, allowing users to find and quickly order
the right part best suited for the repair,” explains Gowisnock.
“Everyone has heard the saying, ‘Content is king.’ This is
absolutely true in the B2B and B2C e-commerce channels – if
you don’t have a high-quality catalogue integrated with your
e-commerce solution, you are most likely leaving sales on the
table and may in fact be alienating potential long-term customers. The catalogue is the engine that drives e-Commerce
growth in the automotive space. That’s why leading national
e-commerce sites like eBay and others use content from
Epicor,” says Thompson.

“B2C e-tailing is different,” he continues. “We feel it’s
important to focus on this business opportunity as a separate
and distinct part of your operation, because the online consumer’s needs and expectations are far different from those
of professional installers and walk-in DIYers. Growing your
B2C e-commerce business will require consistent, sustained
attention to what is and isn’t working, and it’s easy to fall into
a trap where you’ve dropped your margins simply to gain a
sale. There’s also a different service and delivery model in
the B2C space that requires you to set aside resources and
processes in order to be successful.”
All of the options above require time and money – possibly, more than a jobber would like to devote to them. But
compared to the alternative of building new locations, the
investment requirements are significantly less and the risk is
almost non-existent.
According to the Auto Care survey, not unexpectedly,
price and availability frequently drive the decision to purchase via e-tail versus in-store. When asked to rank the top
benefit of purchasing parts online, saving money was cited
most often, followed by the ability to compare pricing and
the availability of a bigger selection. Getting the right part
has traditionally been a barrier for e-tailing, but that barrier
is eroding due to an influx of new and improved online/
mobile apps. Now consumers can use their plate number or
VIN to get the right part. This new option has virtually taken
the risk out of buying online.
“Jobbers need to decide where they want to play – where
can they get the most bang for their buck – and then build
a strategy for that effort. Whether it is to invest time and
money into a branded website or pursue an opportunity as a
fulfilment house to well-known sites, it is best to invest mindshare into the opportunities and make each action deliberate and planned. Throwing a sub-par website on the Internet
or listing parts on eBay at less than competitive prices will
surely not produce the desired results,” advises Neal.
Jobbers who take the time to understand their marketplace and carefully evaluate all online options available to
them are the ones who will be in the best position to successfully ride the e-tailing wave, all the way to the bank.

Using Apps To Your Advantage

As the e-tailing world continues to explode before our eyes, it is the
prudent jobbers who take the time to create a strong presence on
the busy, digital freeways that more and more potential customers
(both B to B and B to C) tend to frequent, such as Twitter, Snapchat,
Facebook, Pinterest etc., that will reap the benefits of increased
e-commerce sales.
When you add to this mix the ever growing list of automotive-related Apps that enable customers to quickly and accurately identify the
part they need and order it on the spot from their smartphone, techsavvy jobbers have a tremendous opportunity to build e-commerce
sales.
Pico of Canada recently introduced SIMS (Store Inventory
Management Solutions), an Apple-based App that serves as a full
e-catalogue that allows the user to browse products, see pictures and
product specs. The App also hosts client information and allows users
to create orders or create product returns by scanning UPC Codes.
“Orders or returns created by SIMS are sent by email for upload
into the client’s (Jobber) computer system so there is no need to key
orders and thus no errors,” explains Marc Alary, director of marketing
for Pico of Canada. “The intended use is for the jobber sales staff to
use it on the road to replenish the shelves of shop customers.”
SIMS can also be used to replenish the empty shelves at the
Jobber’s store and can be used as a paperless order-taking tool dur-
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ing industry events. “SIMS offers sales reps the ability to capture the
service side of the repair shop’s business that is very active through
non-traditional channels and represents a significant part of lost sales
for Jobbers,” adds Alary.
“What often happens is, there are independent suppliers who go
around to automotive shops and offer to fill their bins for them with
the parts they are missing - like nuts and bolts, wire connectors, etc.,
they offer the shop the service and the jobbers often miss out on this
opportunity. Now with SIMS, it very easy to pick up this business,”
explains Alary.
Other SIMS features include the ability to create customized flyers and shelf bin labels. This allows the jobber sales rep to set up
his shops with UPC codes where none are currently found and to
promote products to be scanned by the SIMS App.
Created and designed by Pico, the company recently revamped
the software in response to customer requests and opened it up to
other suppliers. Now suppliers who want their products listed in SIMS
simply send an email to sales@simsapp.com. Confidentiality of supplier data is ensured.
“Pico has built a global solution that will accommodate all suppliers, eliminating the need for individual solutions from each supplier.
The greatest benefits of SIMS for the users is that it is one App for
all,” says Alary.
JOBBER NEWS / NOVEMBER 2014
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What’s Your ‘Why?’
It might be the easiest, or hardest, question you’re asked today.
Here’s ours: We believe there are no limits to what you can
accomplish with the support of our world-class technologies.
It drives everything we do.
So whether yours is to maximize business value or improve the
quality of your life, we can get you there. Quickly.

• Epicor® Eagle® for the Aftermarket
– Parts-business management system

• Epicor Vision™
– Comprehensive distribution business
management solution

• Epicor Electronic Catalog
– Used in the sale of more parts than any
other electronic resource
Contact Epicor today at

888.463.4700 or visit
www.epicor.com/autoaftermarket

© 2014 Epicor Software Corporation. Epicor, Business Inspired, the Epicor logo, Eagle,
and Epicor Vision are registered trademarks or trademarks of Epicor Software Corporation.
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MONEY &
MANAGEMENT

Inventory Management

Technology and
Returnable Asset
Tracking
By Mark Borkowski

O
Mark Borkowski is president
of Mercantile Mergers &
Acquisitions Corporation.
www.mercantilemergersacquisitions.com
Alex Mitchell is the president of Vestigo Corporation,
www.VestigoCorp.com, an
RSA Track & Trace systems
provider.
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ver the past while, major corporations have
implemented more stringent accounting,
accountability, and governance standards
and processes. The Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002
requires that public United States companies
include in their annual reports a statement
of the effectiveness of the company’s internal
controls over financial reporting. Canada,
Australia, and Japan are among other trading
countries that have similar requirements.
The enterprise’s independent auditor must
attest to, and report on, management’s assertion regarding financial controls. Companies
with large dollar capital assets must effectively
track those assets to ensure accurate balance
sheets and income statements. The electronics
industry is known for having high-value assets
that require constant and precise tracking.
I spoke to Alex Mitchell, the president of
Vestigo Corporation, a provider of cloudbased container tracking systems. As Mitchell
explained, “This is a particular issue with fleets
of returnable shipping assets, such as totes,
IBCs, containers, tanks, or cages. Without
a sophisticated track-and-trace management
system in place, public companies that manage
supply chains or asset inventories open themselves to Sarbanes-Oxley liability if error-prone
processes lead to significant misstatements of
asset inventory positions.” This will trigger significant accounting and governance exposures
when the balance sheet carries a financially
material fleet of returnable assets, which can’t
be verified as to existence or location. Mitchell
added that over the past 15 years, the tracking of returnable shipping assets (RSAs) has
become sharply focused.
The customs authorities of the NAFTA
countries may require a voluntary self-assessment or declaration on any importation that
may be subject to duties or taxes. This may
raise a disclosure obligation on the repatriation of returnable shipping assets that
have been outside their country of ownership
for more than 365 days, whether it’s Mexico,
Canada, or the United States.
An information technology-driven solution

for RSAs – that is cloud-based, utilizes mobile
devices, and is enabled by unique ID media
such as bar codes, RFID, or 3G/4G tags –
can be a major step towards measuring and
controlling critical assets throughout a commodity’s lifecycle. Unlike a GPS application,
limited by direct site to satellite, a “track, trace,
control” solution necessarily includes not only
each RSA’s current inventory location, both
internally and externally, but also a history of
its contents and a “passport” of where it’s been
from the date the asset was acquired.
Mitchell mentions that while a track, trace,
and control solution can help with internal
and external audit requirements, regulatory
compliance, and international trade requirements, an RSA tracking system slashes the
costs associated with owning and using fleets
of RSAs.
Some of the financial benefits you should
also expect from an automated track, trace,
and control system will be derived from focusing on event-triggered exceptions and smart
reports. These must address potential trouble
areas of fleet performance such as stranded
RSAs, excessive dwell or transit times, disruptions in operations, demurrage charges and
packaging penalties, enlarged expedited costs,
order fulfillment shortages, or inordinately
high repair cost. Another management benefit
is the ability to sort or rank customer or supplier locations from “first to worst” in terms of
the returnable fleet performance while under
customer or supplier control. The routine flagging of returnable assets due for maintenance
or testing and certification will avoid loading outbound product into an inappropriate
returnable that can’t be shipped.
Mitchell believes that the system will
improve return on assets (ROA) by increasing the velocity and utilization of returnables,
which can be tracked and measured. As a
consequence, it will provide better performance intelligence when fleet size needs to be
increased, or alternatively, identify an opportunity to downsize the fleet.
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SHOW REPORT

Automechanika 2014 Showcases
Innovations From Around The World

R

By Steve Pawlett

eaffirming its status as both a high-profile showcasing event and a bona fide platform for business, the
23rd Automechanika held in Frankfurt, Germany in
September was a busy hub of action and an outstanding
showcase for automotive innovations from around the world.
This year some 140,000 trade visitors from 173 countries
(including Jobber News) converged on the beautiful city of
Frankfurt to learn about the latest automotive products
and technologies during the five-day fair. On the exhibitor
side, the fair set a new record with 4,631 companies from 71
countries.
“More than ever before, Automechanika in Frankfurt
has shown itself to be a platform for the presentation of
important, future-oriented technologies as the key to tomorrow’s developments throughout the entire automotive aftermarket,” explained Detlef Braun, member of the Board of
Management of Messe Frankfurt.
“This was our first time as exhibitors at Automechanika
Frankfurt, and it has been a complete success. The fair is the
perfect platform for presenting our company and reaching
both existing and new customers. We will certainly be back
again for the 2016 edition of the fair and are already looking
forward to it,” said Armin Bolch, CEO, Petronas Lubricants
Deutschland GmbH.
“This is such a great opportunity to meet new customers
from all over the world. I am considering having a booth
here in 2016,” said Ramzi Yako of Promax Auto Parts Depot,
Toronto, Canada.
The fair also presented the latest products and developments from the world market in the commercial-vehicle
field. With sustainability and environmental compatibility playing an extremely important role in the commercialvehicle segment, vans with previously unheard-of loading
capacities and weight-optimized electric refrigerated vehicles
attracted a great deal of attention. “Visitors were delighted
with the exhibitors in the commercial-vehicle sector, which
was seen under the ‘Truck Competence’ label on over 1,000
exhibition stands set up through-out the show grounds,” said
Braun.
“Our concept for the fair was given a very warm reception and resulted in a significant increase
in the number of visitors to our booth
compared to the previous fair,” said
Alexandra Sommer, specialist aftermarket marketing, Knorr-Bremse Systeme für
Nutzfahrzeuge GmbH. “Our simulator
fits perfectly in the ‘Truck Competence’
segment at Automechanika Frankfurt. We
are already looking forward to the next
edition of the fair in 2016.”
Exhibitors from 12 countries presented
a variety of alternative drive technologies, from hybrid and electric to liquefied
petroleum gas and natural gas in Hall
10. The subject of biogas also appears to
be gaining ground in several European
countries.
In addition to displays of charging
infrastructures, exhibitors in Hall 10
offered an overview of the latest developments in the fields of engines, electron-
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ics, lightweight construction, storage technology, battery
management, energy supply, as well as basic and advanced
training for repairs and service.
Showgoers were able to see many innovative vehicle
designs and had the opportunity to test-drive some of the
models on display. Expert lectures were given by market leaders, such as Tesla Motors, e-Wolf, EnBW, and Allego GmbH.
The exhibitors also included vehicle manufacturers such
as Citroen, Electra, e-Wolf, Feedz, Iveco, Johammer, Opel,
Renault, Rinspeed, Tesla, Xindayang, and Zero Motorcycles,
to name just a few.
With over 600 show attendees filling the forum, the
Collision Damage Talk was the best-attended event in the
Automechanika Academy program this year. The event
was sponsored by paint manufacturers, who returned to
Automechanika after an absence of 12 years. “We have
regained our confidence in fairs as a marketing tool to meet
the world in Frankfurt,” said Cromax sales manager Frank
Forst.
Another magnet for visitors was the
Galleria, with a wide-ranging choice of
basic and advanced training choices.
Over 650 trade visitors from 36 countries
attended the practice-oriented workshops
on collision-damage management.
“Automechanika Frankfurt 2014 has
been a complete success for us. Our
products have attracted a lot of attention and we were even chosen for the
Automechanika Innovation Award. Our
aim was to make contact with the sector’s
decision makers and this we did,” added
Björn Strid, event and sponsorship manager, Thule Sweden AB.
The next Automechanika Frankfurt
will be held September 13 to 17, 2016. But if
you can’t wait until then, Automechanika
Chicago will premiere at the McCormick
Place convention and exhibition facility
April 24 to 26 in 2015.
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Throttle Bodies

Cardone has expanded its throttle body SKUs
to cover millions more vehicles on the road.
A total of 55 SKUs covering over 41 million
vehicles includes
popular models
such
as
05- 08
Toyota
Corolla /Matrix;
08 -14
Toyota
trucks/Avalon/
Camry;
08-13
Toyota Camry/
Corolla/Matrix/
Solara;
04 -05
Toyota Camry/
Highlander/RAV4, Scion TC; 12-14 Nissan
Cube /NV200; 05-13 Nissan V6 trucks; and
09-13 Ford Focus/Transit Connect.
Cardone
www.cardone.com
LED Mini Lamps

Wagner’s new TruView PLUS LED miniature lamps for automotive, marine, powersport and other applications are engineered
to deliver 10-plus years of
performance while projecting a whiter, brighter, and
deeper light pattern than
standard mini lamps. The
new Wagner TruView PLUS
LED mini lamp includes
three SKUs that together
replace 20 standard minilamp part numbers. Each
lamp features a bulb-free
design that virtually eliminates lamp damage caused
by road shock and vibration, to help ensure long life
under even the most challenging operating
conditions. Common uses for these “plug and
play” replacement lamps include dome, map,
instrument panel and other automotive interior applications as well as flashlights and toys.
Federal- Mogul
www.federalmogul.com
LED Lighting

Philips Automotive North America’s new
Philips Vision LED replacement bulbs are
guaranteed to deliver years of dynamic lighting. The LEDs feature an advanced design
that not only provides a bright, well-focused
beam on the road, but is also robust enough
to handle extreme heat and high vibrations.
The new Philips Vision LEDs for both interior
and exterior applications replace brake and
taillights, backup, dome and
glove compartment, side markers, trunk, and
license
plate
lights.
Unlike
standard incanJOBBER NEWS / NOVEMBER 2014
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descent lights, Philips Vision LED lights turn
on instantly. This can help drivers to react
faster and increase the margin of safety. At
a speed of 120 kph, braking distance can be
reduced by up to 20 feet.
Philips Automotive
www.philips.com/visionled

NEW PRODUCTS

Cordless Tools

Chicago Pneumatic’s new high-power cordless
tools deliver the power and performance of an
air tool while providing the mobility of a battery tool. The new impact wrenches, impact
driver, and drill drivers offer superior power
and battery performance for increased productivity, durability, ease of use, and mobility.
The CP8848 ½" impact wrench boasts a custom-designed motor and durable gearbox that
provides a powerful 775 ft-lbs.
of torque and weighs just 3.1
kg. The advanced technology
of the 20-Volt/4Ah CP20XP
and 12-Volt/1.5Ah CP12XP
Lithium-ion batteries provide the operator with more
power and twice the runtime
of conventional products.
Completing CP’s new cordless
line are the compact CP8828
3/ " impact wrench, the light8
weight CP8818 ¼" impact
driver, the strong and versatile CP8548 ½"
hammer drill, and the ultra-compact CP8528
3/ " drill driver. Each of these tools provides
8
superior power and torque while ergonomic handles and strategically placed switches
guarantee ease of use.
Chicago Pneumatic
www.cp-cordless.com
Diesel Treatment

Penray’s new year-round diesel fuel product
for medium and heavy duty vehicles, Pow-R
365, features a blend of additives
and conditioners that improves fuel
economy and engine performance
in commercial and construction/
agricultural operating environments. The additive gets its name
from its five year-round benefits:
• Increases fuel cetane rating by a
full point, making for improved
combustion.
• Helps increase fuel economy.
• Protects vital fuel system components like fuel injectors from
corrosion.
• Enhances lubricity, offering protection at
key points of fuel system friction like injectors and pumps.
• Provides protection down to zero degrees
F, preventing gelling that’s common in
diesel fuels at lower ambient temperatures.
In addition, it reduces the Cold Filter Plug
Point (CFPP) by as much as 20 degrees F.
The Penray Companies Inc.
www. Penray.com/powerfleet
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For the Counterperson

November 2014

New Trends in Wheel
Bearing Service
A

s more and more vehicles are being equipped with
cartridge-style wheel bearings, it’s important that counter staff understand these differences in order to better
serve the customer. For instance, the cartridge-style wheel
bearing requires a lot more labour to replace when compared to hub units or tapered roller bearings. While the
fundamentals have not changed since the 1980s, what has
changed is the complexity of the knuckle and the bearing
seals.
Noise is still the main indication of a bad bearing. Bearing
noise will change as the vehicle is turned and the bearing is
loaded. As a rule, there should be no perceptible play in the
cartridge-style wheel bearing, but a bad wheel bearing will
make little noise. Instead, the symptom of a worn bearing
will manifest in the form of an erratic wheel speed sensor
signal or a wheel speed sensor code in the ABS module.
Removing a cartridge-style wheel bearing is not an easy
task. Pressing out the bearing requires significant disassembly and force. The main precaution you should share with
your customer is not to use an impact wrench to remove the
axle nut, because an impact wrench on some vehicles can
damage the needle bearings on CV joints. If the suspension
is at full droop, the angles of the joint could damage some of
the delicate surfaces when subjected to an impact. Also, the
rattling is not good for the differential. The counterperson
should be proactive and check that the technician or DIYer
has the appropriate puller for the job. If not, be sure you
have one in stock to sell them.
Remind them to take the time to
clean and inspect the bearing bore and
the surfaces of the axle that make contact with the bearing once the old bearing has been removed. Any debris or
imperfections can prevent the bearing
from seating and preloading properly.
They should check the bore for roundness using a snap bore gauge. The gauge
should rotate in the bore easily. Any
distortion in the bore can cause a new
bearing to fail prematurely.
When you pull the new bearing from
the box, be sure to point out to the customer that they will notice the bearing is
difficult to turn. Assure them that this is
normal. The grease in the new bearing is
designed to be thicker during transport
to prevent balls or rollers from rubbing
on the races and causing surface damage. As the bearing heats up after installation, the solids in the grease melt and
change. When pressing in the new bear26
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ing, remind them to make sure the adapter does not come in
contact with the seal, and make sure the seal with the tone
ring faces inward. When pressing the bearing into the bore,
make sure it is not cocked or misaligned.
The reason most bearings fail is twofold. First, a significant impact can cause the balls to make a mark in the outer
race. When a vehicle hits a curb, pothole or other object in its
path, the force is transferred to the small surface area of the
bearing. The impact may cause damage to the races and the
rollers/balls. This damage is called brinelling. Brinell marks
may or may not cause the bearing to make noise immediately, but, as the marks keep rotating, they will damage the
entire bearing. If the impact is great enough, the preload
on the bearing could change. This leads to runout and endplay. This damage can also cause hot spots that destroy the
grease in the bearing. When the extra play and lack of grease
work together, the condition of the bearing can rapidly
deteriorate. This eventually causes noise and failure. On the
cartridge-style bearing, look to the condition of the seals for
evidence that the preload was destroyed. On the inner seal,
the balls will impact the seal, and the reluctor ring on the
outer seal will show signs of heat damage. When the reluctor
ring separates from the rubber material, the wheel speed
sensor will stop working. The tone ring is magnetic and can
be detected using a card that locates the permanent magnets
in the seal.
CounterTalk continues on page 28
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CounterTalk continued from page 26

The Dos and Don’ts of
Bearing Replacement
Starting at

26175

$

Jobber

• Unique model specific design
• 1/2” thick rubber to reduce sailing
• Rust proof aluminum frame
• Easy to assemble, remove, and re-install

Purchase any set of mud flaps and receive a
FREE display package including stand, signage,
and literature!

Display part number 90127
Product not included.

Start Selling Today!

(888) 463-6214
rockstarmudflaps.com

The BEST VALUE in
Work/Off-Road LED Lights!
18W LED Lights

42W LED Lights

Don’t Use an Impact Wrench for Wheel Bearing
Installation or Removal

While it may appear to be easier to use an impact wrench, it is
not recommended. OEM and bearing manufacturers always
recommend using a torque wrench for installation. During
removal, an impact wrench can damage the axle nut threads
and shock the CV joints. It can also create a false sense of
security when adjusting a nut or bolt, which may be under- or
over-torqued. This can leave a hub assembly susceptible to
failure. Also, in almost all cases, use a new axle nut.

Do Check For the Recommended Torque Procedure

There isn’t really a general torque specification for a locking
nut. There can be large differences depending on bearing
type and housing. Always check the service information for
the correct procedure. Overtightening adjustable tapered
roller bearings can lead to premature failure. Never preload
tapered roller bearings on the front of RWD vehicles. They
should be snugged up with no more than 15 to 20 ft.lbs. of
torque, while rotating the wheel to make sure the bearings
are seated. The adjustment nut is then loosened 1/6 to 1/4
turn, and locked in place with a new cotter pin. As a rule,
endplay should be about 0.001 to 0.005 inches.
Many vehicles require the wheels to be on the ground for
final wheel bearing torquing to OEM specifications. This
assures the proper mating of the split inner rings of the bearing to achieve the proper internal clearance. For specific
mounting instructions, refer to the vehicle manufacturer’s
service manual for that model.

Don’t Reuse the Old Nut

Be aware that some hubs come with a new nut in the box.
This is typically when a one-time-use, self-staking nut secures
the hub. In these applications, a new nut must always be used
when installing a hub. Reuse of the old nut could potentially
cause the nut to loosen during vehicle operation.

Do Clean the Axle Shaft before Installation
25° Spot
PN 90099

$

3971
Jobber

90° Flood
PN 90083

$

1200 Raw Lumens

8° Spot
PN 90051

8696
Jobber

60° Flood
PN 90067

2800 Raw Lumens

• Bright White LED’s 18w & 42w Spot
• Die Cast Aluminum LED Light Display
Part Number 80965
Housing
$
75
• Stainless Steel
Mounting Hardware
Jobber
• Waterproof
• Long Lasting

51

Clean and inspect the axle shaft prior to installing a new hub
assembly. Use a fine file, wire brush, emery cloth, or honing
stone as appropriate to remove any debris, nicks, or burrs.
Don’t use any lubricants on the threads or washers. This can
change the torque readings.

Don’t Forget to Inspect the Bore

Once the bearing is removed, inspect the bore of the knuckle
for damage. The bore should be free from corrosion. Check
the bore for roundness using a snap bore gauge. The gauge
should rotate in the bore easily. Any distortion in the bore can
cause a new bearing to fail prematurely.

Don’t Forget to Clean the Wheel Speed Sensor and Tone Ring

Cleaning the sensors and resetting the air gap can often
restore normal operation. But if the tone ring is corroded or
damaged, it must be replaced. Do this before the final torque
is applied to the axle nut.

Do Measure Runout in the Flange after Installation
START SELLING TODAY!
(888) 291-3450
SEE VIDEOS AT WWW.ACILEDLIGHTS.COM
28
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A distorted flange will have runout. This runout can cause
vibration and eventually, disc thickness variation in the brake
rotors. Every manufacturer has its own specification for wheel
flange runout. Most specifications fall between 0.0015” and 0”.
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Automotive Internet Directory
Visit these companies directly at their web addresses or check out the growing list of Hot Links at www.autoserviceworld.com.
To find out how your organization can be included in this directory and on the web, contact aross@jobbernews.com

AUTOMOTIVE ELECTRONICS
Allan’s Automotive Electronics Ltd.

www.allansautomotive.com
Phone: 780-469-8060
Your Automotive Test Equipment Repair
Specialist Tool Sales and Service.
We provide service and warranty for most makes
of automotive test equipment.

AUTOMOTIVE PARTS &
ACCESSORIES
Aisin World Corp. of America, Inc. (AWA),
a leading Tier One
automotive components
supplier and one of the world’s largest
manufacturers of aftermarket parts. AISIN’s
original equipment technology and know-how
is used to ensure product quality and reliability.
To learn more about our products, request a
catalogue today. www.aisinaftermarket.com
Goodyear Engineered Products
www.goodyearep.com/aftermarket
Research and testing. Just two of
the reasons Goodyear automotive
replacement products deliver the
ultimate in performance and value.
NGK Spark Plugs Canada Limited
www.ngksparkplugs.ca
The World Leader in
Spark Plugs, Oxygen
Sensors and Ignition Wire Sets.
Used by 87% of the World’s OE Manufacturers
S.B International Inc.
www.sbintl.com
“We keep engines humming”

AUTOMOTIVE RECYCLERS
Carcone’s Auto
Recycling and Wheel
Refinishing
www.carcone.com
With over 32 years of experience Carcone’s
Auto Recycling & Wheel Refinishing is your one
stop for quality recycled products and wheel
refinishing needs. Call today at 1-800-263-2022
or visit us on line at www.carcone.com
Standard Auto Wreckers
View Our Online
Inventory @ www.
standardautowreckers.com
or call 416-286-8686.
Experienced Shipping Department to Ensure
Parts Arrive Safely.

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
SERVICES
The Automotive Aftermarket E-Learning
Centre Ltd
www.aaec.ca
AAEC - BEST - Business
Evaluation Support &
Training - Instructing
and Coaching with
the Proven Business Management Tools that
drives a shop’s Bottom Line, Team Culture and
Marketplace Credibility.
Introducing Snap Admail™ for small business
Snap Admail™ is
a fast and easy
online tool for
marketing your small business. It gives you a
variety of design templates to choose from,
precise ways to target your audience and 24/7
expert consultation. Plus printing and mailing
of your message is looked after for you. Let Snap
Admail™ take the complexity out of marketing
your business.
Enter promo code 50SAVE4 and SAVE $50*
on your FIRST ORDER at canadapost.ca/
snapadmail
Vehicle Integrity Manager
www.vehicleim.com/
More than just a
replacement for your
inspection sheet.
Electronic Inspections are just the beginning!

HAND CLEANERS
GOJO Industries, Inc.
www.automotive.gojo.com
GOJO is a leading
manufacturer of skin care
products and services for
many marketing including automotive and
manufacturing. GOJO continues to pursue a
commitment of creating well-being through hand
hygiene and healthy skin.

TOOLS & EQUIPMENT
AIR LIQUIDE CANADA INC.
www.airliquide.ca
Your one-stop shop for all
your industrial gases and
welding supplies.
Auto Test Tools.ca

Your one stop for
specialized diagnostic
tools and accessories.
Contact; www.auto-know.com, ronbrown@on.
aibn.com, 1-800-665-8773

Jobber News Marketplace Classifieds

Reach Key Aftermarket Players. Across Canada. Every month.
From less than $150 a month.
For more info, contact the publisher at aross@jobbernews.com or call toll free
from Canada 1-800-268-7742 ext. 6763, or from the U.S. 1-800-387-0273 ext. 6763.
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WAREHOUSE DISTRIBUTORS
& BUYING GROUPS
Bestbuy Distributors Limited
www.bestbuydistributors.ca
Independent buying
group and warehouse
distributor that allocates
its profits to member shareholders and provides
unbeatable value for independent jobbers.
The E.R.I. Group
www.theerigroup.com
Canada’s Premier Machine
Shop Buying Group

Marketplace

MIB
The remedy for
expensive parts store
computer systems.
Get answers from us.
www.mib4canada.com
888-536-1438 toll free
Since 1977
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do not mind admitting that large, enterprise-wide initiatives fill me with a
combination of fear and some degree of resignation about the necessity of
it all.
What has become known as “Big Data” is coming to the aftermarket, and
while I fully admit that the prospect of integrating all that you do into a
single, powerful resource – from cataloguing to sales to personnel performance
to customer profiles and anticipated failure rates of parts in concert with the local
vehicle population – is pretty awesome, it is also daunting.
Managing the transition to this type of megalithic data powerhouse across an
entire business could tax even the most astute cabal of information-technology
professionals. And in an industry like the automotive aftermarket, which only
reluctantly adopts even incremental change when it comes to data, it is going to be
a struggle that (to be honest) I’m not sure everyone will be up to.
Now if you are a local market jobber, with, say, five stores all in the same general
area, you might tell yourself that you have little need for data, beyond the sales and
inventory management tools that you already have. You might even tell yourself
that you have no need for e-commerce tools, as you have a small storefront and are
not really interested in selling much over the counter anyway. And you might tell
yourself that since you’re planning on retiring in five years, there won’t be much
chance of a payback on your investment.
All valid points, inasmuch as they speak to the present state of affairs. The
problem is that your competitors – both from the traditional aftermarket and,
absolutely, from the original equipment service sector – cannot be counted on to
see things that way.
Case in point: some time ago in a survey of independent garages, one respondent declared bluntly that jobbers have very little idea of how much business they
do, figuring “if they get $3,000 a month, they’re doing okay.” The problem with
relying only on your own business’s experience is that you can never know what
you’re missing.
I would hazard a guess that more than a few Jobber News readers have experienced that sinking feeling when they realize that a customer they thought they were
really doing well with, turns out to have been buying a lot of parts, and high-margin
parts at that, from someone else.
Or they have rejected the inventory suggestions of a supplier because they “don’t
have demand for those kinds of parts or those applications,” only to find out later
that the reason they’re not getting calls for those applications is because the market – in other words, their customer base – has learned that they don’t stock them.
And this is where I get to the hardest part of the entire discussion: everyone has
to admit that they don’t know as much as they think they know.
The market is increasingly complex, and especially in urban centres like
Toronto, there are more and more players entering the market, and new strategies
being introduced to win business. It is a guarantee that the original-equipment
service market is using data and predictive marketing to get to the consumer, and
shops that you consider to be your customers are buying more from them.
It’s become a very big world, a very big data world, and you had better get your
entire business on board with that fact. You can’t simply look away and ride it out.
It’s coming too fast. And it’s too important to the continued success of your business
to ignore – whether you plan on being at the helm or not.
— Andrew Ross, Publisher and Editor aross@jobbernews.com
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Ford Model T – 1914

N

MADE I
First flight across the Pacific – 1931

At the French Grand Prix – 1954

Veedol. The First Choice. Then & Now.
Veedol’s journey began over a hundred years ago and has been
part of history ever since. Starting in Pennsylvania, our legacy
includes being the first oil used in the Ford Model T, flying the first
non-stop flight over the Pacific in the Miss Veedol, speeding around
racetracks all over the world and giving consumers a quality product
that they can rely on throughout. Whether it’s for your business
needs or for your personal needs, Veedol will deliver a high
quality product every time, all the time.

ELITE®

SYNTRON ®

Virgin base oils are
processed to have high
thermal and oxidation
stability, as well as
outstanding protection.

A fully synthetic oil that
offers the highest level
of engine cleanliness,
reduced wear, and
fuel efficiency.

Mineral Oil

100% Fully Synthetic

For more information contact:

INNOVATION • TECHNOLOGY • PERFORMANCE

Automobile Solutions Americas Inc.
800-975-2935 | info@asaveedol.com
www.asaveedol.com
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We’re tearing away perceptions of
late-model, high-tech parts.

Hybrid Drive
Battery

Is the O.E. dealer the only place to turn for late-model, high-tech parts?
They sure want you to think so — but CARDONE has another solution.
Our products go through a rigorous re-engineering process, often resulting in improvements over the original design...but at a much lower cost.
Each product is also backed by our industry-leading technical support,
ready to help with any installation questions or concerns at 888-280-TECH.

TM

Electronic Brake
Assemblies

Electronic
Calipers

Electronic Brake
Pedal Simulators

ABS
Modules

Glow Plug
Controllers

EGR
Valves

Camshaft
Position Sensors

EGR
Coolers

Oil Rail
Repair Kits

Stay up-to-date with our new product offerings at cardone.com.
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